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The competition between vibrational and electronic predissociations of the ArI2(B) van der Waals
complex has been studied using several dynamical computational methods: exact quantum
wave-packet propagation, time-dependent golden rule, and quasiclassical trajectory with quantum
jumps model. Five electronic states are considered using recent three-dimensional coupled surfaces
obtained with a perturbative diatoms-in-molecules method. Final vibrational and electronic
populations, predissociation rates, and absorption spectra have been computed for I2(B,v
518– 24)←I2(X,v50) excitations within the complex. The contribution of vibrational
predissociation into the total decay oscillates as a function of vibrational excitation due to
intramolecular vibrational relaxation in a sparse-intermediate regime, which induces irregular
variations of the total decay rate. Franck–Condon oscillations control the branching ratios of the
individual electronic predissociation channels. However, since these oscillations are out of phase as
a function of vibrational excitation, they have limited effect on the oscillatory behavior of the total
predissociation rate. Comparison between exact quantum and perturbative golden rule calculations
shows that vibrational predissociation has some impact on the electronic predissociation process and
affects the final electronic distributions. On the contrary, vibrational product distributions are not
significantly affected by the electronic predissociation. A classical description of the ArI2 dynamics
provides an averaged picture of the competing predissociation processes, being better adapted for
treating intermolecular vibrational relaxation in the statistical limit. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1832596#

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoexcitation of small van der Waals~vdW! com-
plexes initiates a variety of interesting dynamical processes
which occur not only in these weakly bound systems, but
also in large molecules and condensed phases. Complexes
are therefore often considered as very useful prototypes for
understanding the mechanisms of the latter processes in a
‘‘few-atom limit’’ and for developing and testing appropriate
approaches for their theoretical description. The ArI2 com-
plex is among the most representative examples exhibiting
unexpectedly complicated dynamics. Despite the substantial
efforts of several research groups, its understanding still re-
mains full of puzzles and controversies between and among
experimental and theoretical results.

Since the state-of-the-art of the problem is presented in a
recent review1 we only sketchily outline here the basic facts
and problems which motivated the present study. Throughout
the paper, we identify electronic states of the ArI2 complex
through the spectroscopic notations relevant to their precur-
sors in the free I2 molecule. This classification does not im-
ply that molecular state symmetries are preserved in the
complex~see the Appendix!.

~i! In its ground electronic state, for brevityX(0g
1),

ArI 2 complex exists in two isomeric forms, linear and
T-shaped ones, the relative well depth of which is a subject
of discussion.

~ii ! Excitation to the bound vibrational levelsv of the
B(0u

1) state basically gives a continuum for the linear isomer
superimposed to discretelike spectrum of broadened peaks
corresponding to metastable levels of theT-shaped isomer;
fluorescence of the I2(B,v8) fragments results from the elec-
tronically adiabaticvibrational predissociation~VP! process:

ArI2~B,v !→Ar1I2~B,v8!. ~1!

~iii ! Fluorescence spectra of the I2(B,v8) fragments
show that VP requires a minimum of three vibrational quanta
to be transferred from the diatom to vdW bond; closure of
vibrational channel at certain initial excitationv allows one
to bracket the dissociation energy of the complex.

~iv! Fluorescence quantum yield, relative intensity, total
decay rate, as well as the vibrational predissociation effi-
ciency~VPE, the contribution of VP into the total decay rate!
are all irregular functions ofv, pointing out the existence of
concurrentnonadiabaticelectronic predissociation~EP! pro-
cess

ArI2~B,v !→Ar12I~2P3/2!, ~2!

a!Present and permanent address: Laboratory of Molecular Structure and
Quantum Mechanics, Department of Chemistry, Moscow State University,
119992 Moscow, Russia.
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which occurs through transitions to weakly bound electronic
states crossing theB one;a8(0g

1), a(1g), 1(2u), andB9(1u)
states are the most probable candidates for the product EP
channels.

One of the most intriguing question is the origin of ir-
regular behavior of the decay rate parameters, especially
VPE, which has been accurately measured. Within a kinetic
approximation, VPE is given by the ratio of VP rate constant
kVP to the total decay rate constantK,

VPE5kVPK215kVP~kVP1kEP!
21, ~3!

so the irregularities may stem from nonmonotonuous varia-
tion of both EP and VP rates withv. A possible origin for EP
rate oscillations is theFranck–Condon~FC! oscillationsof
the probability of discrete-continuum nonadiabatic transi-
tion~s! from B to crossing state~s!. Oscillations in the VP rate
may result fromintramolecular vibrational energy redistri-
bution ~IVR! in a sparse limit, which then proceeds not via
the direct coupling to vibrational continuum, but sequentially
passing through neighboring metastable levels. Accidental
energy resonances or mismatches between these metastable
levels introduce irregularities in the VP rate dependence.

Until recently, attribution of VPE oscillations to EP has
been predominant. For instance, Burke and Klemperer2 as-
sumed a smooth dependence of VP rate onv to derive thev
dependence of the total rate constantsK from the measured
VPEs and two rate constant values known from the time-
resolved experiments.3 These results were exploited in sev-
eral theoretical studies.4–8 It has also been found that FC
oscillations forB(0u

1)-a(1g) transition can reasonably well
fit the measured VPE. However, the theoretical studies on the
VP dynamics itself failed to predict smooth variation ofkVP

with v. Rigorous close-coupling and wave-packet calcula-
tions for different potentials and rotational excitations have
showed persistent oscillations due to IVR in a sparse-
intermediate limit.9–14 A consistent theoretical treatment of
the competition between VP and EP by means of wave-
packet propagation on coupled potential energy surfaces
~PESs! ~Ref. 15! seems to indicate that it is the IVR which
manifests itself in the irregular VPE dependence. The pri-
mary goal of the present paper is to provide more insight into
the competition between VP and EP pathways in the ArI2

fragmentation dynamics and shed more light on the origin of
these VPE oscillations. This is achieved by crossing the re-
sults of different computational approaches on this system.

First, we report here on the results of a full wave-packet
propagation~FWP! for long enough times such that the de-
pendence of decay branching ratios on excitation energy can
be obtained accurately. This improves the quality and supple-
ments the results given in Ref. 15. Second, the bright-state
wave-packet~BSWP! approach explored here makes it pos-
sible to trace the dynamics after an excitation of each bright
state. IVR generally produces an interference between exci-
tation and fragmentation processes owing to intensity bor-
rowing by dark intermediate metastable levels. The overlap
of IVR bands belonging to different initial levelsv may pre-
vent the definition of state-resolved rates and branching ra-
tios in the FWP calculations, making interesting to separately
analyze each band using the BSWP method. Third, it is im-

portant to elucidate the role of FC oscillations for different
EP channels and the effects of IVR on EP rates. BSWP cal-
culations on the fluxes into each EP channel are supple-
mented with approximate quantum time-dependent golden
rule ~TDGR! calculations which provide the EP branching
ratios in the limit of no IVR. Fourth, we used quasiclassical
trajectory surface leakage~TSL! model to analyze a classical
picture of VP/EP competition and demonstrate what factors
biased previous theoretical models toward the wrong predic-
tion of FC nature of VPE oscillations. These different meth-
ods also provide information on the influence of EP on the
VP vibrational product state distributions and thus on a con-
troversy in the experimental determination of the dissocia-
tion energy of the complex.

In the following section we survey the theoretical meth-
ods used and describe what aspects of the VP/EP competition
they describe correctly. In Sec. III such quantities as spectra,
VPE, VP product state distributions, and EP branching ratios
are considered and compared with available experimental
data. In addition, the fragmentation mechanism and the com-
petition between VP and EP channels are discussed. Con-
cluding remarks follow, while some technical symmetry con-
siderations are presented separately in the Appendix.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Jacobi coordinates~R,r ! are used throughout the paper
with R being the vector joining the I2 center of mass to the
Ar atom andr the I2 internuclear vector. The total Hamil-
tonian has the form~atomic units are used throughout the
paper!

H52
1

2mAr,I2

]2

]R2
1

ø2

2mAr,I2
R2

2
1

2m I2

]2

]r 2
1

N2

2m I2
r 2

1Hel~qe ;R,r !, ~4!

wheremAr,I2
andm I2

are reduced masses,ø andN are angular
momenta associated toR, and r , Hel(qe ;R,r ) is the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian,qe are electronic coordinates.

The system under study corresponds to a closed shell
atom plus an open shell diatomic molecule which obeys
Hund case~c! coupling scheme.16 The total angular momen-
tum of the diatomic fragment isj5N1 je , where je is the
electronic angular momentum, orbital and spin.

The groundX(0g
1) electronic state of the complex is

assumed to be isolated from all others so the integration of
Hel over the electronic coordinates with the corresponding
electronic wave function gives a single PES. For describing
photodynamics, five electronic states,B(0u

1), a8(0g
1),

a(1g), 1(2u), and B9(1u), are taken into account by con-
structing 535 matrix of Hel , but the latter four states are
assumed to be coupled only to theB one, not to each other.
Diabatic PESs and couplings necessary for parameterization
of the electronic part are obtained by means of the first-order
diatomics-in-molecule perturbation theory~DIM PT1! ~Ref.
17! in its most accurate implementation.18,19 Exactly the
same approach has been used in our previous works.14,15The
symmetry considerations with respect to parity and permuta-
tion symmetries are given in the Appendix.
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A. FWP: Full wave-packet method

A FWP method capable to provide ‘‘numerically exact’’
description of the photodynamics is used here in the same
way as before.15 The wave packet is expanded as

C~r ,R,t !5 (
j V̄ v̄ i

F j V̄v̄ i~r ,R!uJMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i & ~5!

for a given total angular momentumJ, its projectionM on
the space-fixed frame, parityeP and permutationeP quan-
tum numbers, as defined in the Appendix. These labels are
omitted in the total wave packet designation to simplify the
notations.uJMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i & are the symmetry-adapted basis
functions defined in Eq.~A3!.

The F j V̄v̄ i(r ,R) functions are represented on grids and
are obtained numerically by integrating the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation using a Chebyshev propagator20 modi-
fied by including a damping function in the expansion21 to
avoid reflections. The Hamiltonian matrix elements are ex-
pressed in Eq.~A4!. The potential term is evaluated by trans-
forming the finite basis set of Eq.~5! to a Gauss–Legendre
discrete variable representation.

Initially, the complex is in its ground vibronic level
X(0g

1), vX50, nX50 (nX specifies intermolecular vibra-
tional level in the ground electronic state of the complex; for
the B state, indexn is used! which corresponds toT-shaped
ArI2 isomer14,15,18 and rotational level J51, eP521,
eP521. Dipole excitation promotes the complex into the
B(0u

1) state withJ50, eP521, eP51 ~weak continuous
absorption to theB9(1u) state is neglected!. Therefore, at
time t50 theB-state wave packet is given by

C~ t50!5CB5^B~0u
1!u~ d̂"ê!uX~0g

1!&CX,vX ,nX
, ~6!

where d̂ and ê are the dipole moment and photon polariza-
tion vectors, respectively,uB(0u

1)& and uX(0g
1)& denote the

corresponding electronic wave functions.
Practically, Eq.~6! is first projected into the 12<v<28

subset of theB-state vibrational levels and then discretized
on the 2003128 grid in the intervals@5,25#3@4.5,9# ~in
atomic units! for R and r, respectively, and expanded over
the rotational basis set with maximum I2 rotational angular
momentum 46. Propagation is carried up to 480 ps to reach
full convergence of the autocorrelation functions and product
populations~previously, only 120 ps limit has been reached
and artificial damping has been used to eliminate nonvanish-
ing autocorrelation tails15!. Fourier transform of the autocor-
relation function provides the total absorption spectrum
s t(E). Individual populations of VP products I2(B,v8, j 8)
are evaluated at largeR distance as described in Ref. 22 and
their half-Fourier transforms provide partial spectrasv8 j 8

B (E)
for each individual rovibrational VP channel.

a(1g), B9(1u), a8(0g
1), and 1(2g) I2 states are disso-

ciative, and the EP towards these states yields to decay into
three fragments, Ar1I1I, Eq. ~2!. Analysis of the final elec-
tronic populations with the flux method, as used for the
bound B(0u

1) vibrational populations, is computationally
very inefficient, since it involves the integration over the
relative kinetic energy of the I1I fragments. The final distri-

butions of dissociative electronic states is more easily com-
puted using the BSWP method described below.

B. BSWP: Bright-state wave-packet method

Total absorption spectrum obtained in the FWP calcula-
tions provides converged results over the energy region cov-
ering vibrational bands of the complex 15<v<25. It shows
groups of peaks readily assignable to particular (v,n) meta-
stable levels:14,15 IVR gives rise to the appearance of weak
additional spectral features corresponding to the absorption
of intermediate dark metastable states populating in the
course of VP through intensity borrowing.14,15 These groups
of peaks, or IVR bands, in principle cannot be rigorously
assigned, especially if they overlap.

In order to check approximate assignment of each IVR
band, which is necessary for the state-resolved analysis of
the decay dynamics, a BSWP method is applied. It is for-
mally the same as FWP, except that the initial wave packet is
given by a zero-order bound-state approximation of the ex-
cited bright metastable state

C~ t50!5CB,v,n5xv
B~r !FB,v,n~R,u!. ~7!

Therefore, BSWP calculations are to be made for eachv, n
band separately to produce the corresponding IVR band. The
sum over the BSWP spectra over allv, n with the weights
given by expansion coefficients ofCB ~6! ontoCB,v,n set~7!
is formally equivalent to the FWP spectrum up to the inter-
ference effects in overlapping IVR bands. Hence, FWP and
BSWP calculations are complementary. The first one allows
to calculate at once the whole spectrum and obtain the mag-
nitudes discussed above. The final FWP propagation time
corresponds to the slowest process. On the contrary, using
BSWP method one single propagation~but perhaps for
shorter times! must be performed for each initialv, n couple,
which is less efficient. The advantage, however, is that
BSWP method makes possible a direct state-resolved analy-
sis of the energy flux among the different degrees of free-
dom, thus providing a deeper physical insight on the process
under study. Parameters of the numerical implementation of
the BSWP method are chosen to achieve close convergence
with the spectra obtained within FWP method.

C. TDGR: Time-dependent golden rule method

More drastic simplification can be attained assuming that
EP, which proceeds on the strongly repulsive PESs, isfaster
and independentfrom VP. Thus, initially excited bright state
decays through EP to each individual crossing statea so fast
that the Ar atom has no time to move acting merely as a
‘‘spectator.’’ In this case EP dynamics can be treated pertur-
batively within the TDGR approximation.6 Wave packet is
represented by

C~ t50!5Ca,v,n5VBaCB,v,n , ~8!

where CB,v,n is given by Eq.~7! and VBa is the diabatic
coupling between the finala electronic state and theB state.
The propagation is carried out on the single PES of thea
state. Note that as far as the TDGR neglects all the interfer-
ence effects between the VP and EP, as well as among dif-
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ferent EP channels, it reduces the problem to a kinetic de-
scription with the partial EP rate constantkEP

a given by23

kEP
a 5

1

2\2 E
2`

1`

dteiEvnt^C~ t50!uC~ t !&, ~9!

whereEvn is the energy of the initial bright state in Eq.~7!.
The wave packet is represented in a grid composed of 80
Gauss–Legendre points inu, 90, and 1024 equidistant points
in the intervals@2.5,10# and @2.2,8# Å for r and R coordi-
nates, respectively. The convergency is reached at times as
short as 100 fs, and a small time step of 0.1 fs is used.

D. TSL: Trajectory surface leakage model

The competition between VP and EP channels can be
also considered using the classical description of the vibra-
tional dynamics of the complex. This is done within the TSL
model introduced in Ref. 7. In brief, the trajectories are
propagated on theB-state PES until the VP will occur, as
monitored by the standard approach, see, e.g., Ref. 24. How-
ever, each time the trajectory passes through the crossing
seam between theB and one of the repulsive statea, the
probability of EP is calculated by the standard Landau–
Zener formula25,26

pa512expF22p
VBa

2 ~qc!

\g~qc!uFB~qc!2Fa~qc!u
G , ~10!

where qc are the coordinates of the point at the crossing
seam,g is the velocity component orthogonal to the crossing
seam, andFB , Fa are the slopes of diabatic potentials at the
crossing point. The probability of EP to each statea is ac-
cumulated along the trajectory, whereas its weight is reduced
by the corresponding quantity.

Batches of 250 trajectories are propagated for eachv up
to 300 ps. Initial quasiclassical conditions are selected ran-
domly for the energies corresponding to bright states~7! with
n50. VP and EP probabilities as the functions of time are
accumulated and used to determine the corresponding rates
and branching ratios.

III. RESULTS

A. Spectra and vibrational predissociation
efficiencies

The structure of the total photon absorption spectrum
s t(E) is determined by excitations of different I2(B,v) vi-
brational levels within the complex. It consists of narrow
bands, the energies of which have a clear systematics. Be-
cause the vdW potential of the initial ArI2(X) state is very
similar to that of ArI2(B) state in the vicinity of theT-shaped
potential well,14,18 the Franck–Condon factors favor excita-
tions with the same vdW excitationn. For this reason absorp-
tion to n50, 1, and 2 was detected experimentally2,27 with
decreasing intensity when increasingn. In close agreement
with experiment, the bands in the theoretical spectrum clus-
ter in groups of three members, the low energy one being
more intense and the second and third being 24 and 30 cm21

higher in energy than the first one.14 Band clusters are sepa-
rated from each other by the vibrational energy spacing of

I2(B). This systematic allows to assign approximate I2

stretchingv quantum number to each cluster and classify
each band within it as the excitations of ArI2 vdW bending-
stretching levelsn50 – 2 ~Refs. 14 and 27!. Typical structure
of IVR bands as obtained with the BSWP method is exem-
plified for v521 andn51, 2 in Fig. 1. It shows that each
band usually contains several overlapbing lines. Forn50
~not shown! and n51, there are usually one central line,
which is the most intense, and two satellite ones, which are
weaker. Forn52, the band structure is usually more compli-
cated. This has been interpreted as the result of interaction
between the levels of different stretching manifolds through
IVR,14,15,28as discussed further in Sec. III D.

The total photon absorption spectrums t(E) includes the
contributions from both VP@partial cross sectionsB(E)],
which can be detected experimentally through fluorescence
of the product I2(B) molecule, and EP, which corresponds to
dark channels. For a given IVR bandv, n, the vibrational
predissociation efficiency VPE(v,n) is defined as

VPE~v,n!5
I B~v,n!

I t~v,n!
, ~11!

where I B(v,n) and I t(v,n) refer to the band intensities ob-
tained by integration of the spectrasB(E) ands t(E)

FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum calculated using the BSWP method forv
521 andn51, 2 bands.
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I B~v,n!5E
bw~v,n!

sB~E!dE,

I t~v,n!5E
bw~v,n!

s t~E!dE ~12!

over the bandwidthbw(v,n) which covers the whole IVR
band. This bandwidth depends on the band considered but is
typically of the order of one wave number. ThusI B repre-
sents the total fluorescence intensity of the band. The depen-
dences ofI B(v,n) and VPE(v,n) on v for three excitations
n50 – 2 obtained with FWP method are shown in Fig. 2
together with available experimental data.2 VPE can also be
obtained using the BSWP method, and it was checked that
both methods agree with each other very well, indicating that
overlapping between adjacent bands is negligible. In this
situation FWP and BSWP calculations are equivalent.

Agreement between calculations and experiments is
qualitatively good: both VPE andI B generally increase, but
at the same time oscillate withv. The overall increase is a
consequence of the growing VP contribution due to the de-
creasing energy gap. Increase of intensities is further en-
hanced by theB-X excitation FC factor, which grows up in
this energy region. Oscillatory behavior is very pronounced
for both VPE and intensities. Calculated dependences are
qualitatively similar for the three excitationsn50 – 2, all
having two minima atv520– 21 and atv524, and at least

one maximum atv522– 23. Measured quantities show quite
similar pattern although the positions of their features can be
shifted by one vibrational quantum.

The major disagreement between theory and experiment
is the opposite intensities for excitedn51 andn52 bands.
Indeed, calculatedI B(v,n51) curve is close to measured
I B(v,n52) one and vice versa. This artifact can be ex-
plained either by some inaccuracy of theB-state interaction
potential or by overall rotational excitation in the measured
spectrum. The zero-order wave functions ofn51, 2 levels
do not show clear stretching-bending nodal patterns and
should be considered as a Fermi diad separated by 7 cm21.14

Small variation of the interaction or centrifugal potential can
therefore easily invert the wave function and intensity pat-
terns.

Previously, we have estimated VPE forn50 band in a
kinetic approximation~3! combiningkVP from the separate
calculations without EP and total decay rate constantK from
low-resolution FWP calculations.15 Such a definition is rather
crude, but unambiguously points out VP as the source of
VPE oscillations. The fact that present accurate calculations
give essentially the same VPE~cf. Fig. 2 here and Fig. 8 in
Ref. 15! supports the kinetic approximation. We will come
back to this interpretation later on in Sec. III D.

Close similarity in fluorescence intensity patterns for dif-
ferent n bands is symptomatic. Klemperer and co-workers2

interpreted it as a signature of IVR in statistical limit, where
VP rate oscillations do not occur. Later, it was discussed that
such similarity could be due to the mixing of the states as-
sociated ton51 and 2, which are only separated by few
wave numbers and would interact among them, thus sharing
the dynamical features.15 Present calculations, however,
show ~see, for instance, Fig. 1 forv521) that the intensity
sharing between the two bands is negligible. However, the
initial states forn51 and 2 correspond to a Fermi diad thus
sharing the nodal structure. Although the structure ofn51
and especiallyn52 IVR bands is more complicated than
that of n50 band indicating that more dark states are in-
volved in IVR, it does not reach the statistical limit. It may
be suggested that the spacing between excited vdW levels
only slightly varies withv so that the dark levels of the same
nature are involved in IVR in eachv manifold.

B. Vibrational product state distributions

Table I compares product vibrational distributions for VP
of ArI2(B,v,n50) with available experimental results from
Johnson, Sharfin, and Levy.29 In addition to FWP data, TSL
results are also presented. In order to assess the influence of
EP on the vibrational dynamics, both methods are imple-
mented in two versions, with and without inclusion of EP.
There is a good agreement between both calculation methods
and experiment. The distribution always has a maximum for
the first open vibrational channelDv523.

It was suggested that EP quenching efficiency may in-
crease with vibrational excitation of I2(B) products.30 With
less translational energy available, Ar will recoil more slowly
from vibrationally excited I2 , leaving more time for quench-
ing by EP to occur and producing significant reduction of the
population of the highest VP channels. This argument was

FIG. 2. Left: vibrational predissociation efficiency for different initial vibra-
tional excitationv. Right: Relative fluorescence intensity for the same ex-
citations. Top: no initial vdW excitation (n50). Bottom: first (n51) and
second (n52) vdW excited bands. Full lines correspond to FWP computa-
tional results, dashed ones to the experimental results from Burke and Klem-
perer~Ref. 2!. Intensities are normalized so that they are unity forv526,
n50. An additional normalization is used for the experimental results for
n51, 2, so that calculated and measured relative intensities coincide forv
526, n52.
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necessary to support the indirect estimate of the ArI2(B)
dissociation energy derived from the dissociation energy of
linear ArI2(X) isomer by means of relative absorption inten-
sity and excitation blueshift analysis.30 The resulting value
D0(B)5128 cm21 appeared to be markedly smaller than
that obtained from threshold effects in the vibrational distri-
butionsD0(B)5223 cm21.31 With the former smaller disso-
ciation energy, the VP channelDv522 is open in the exci-
tation energy range considered here, and in order to explain
why no associated fluorescence is observed, one has to as-
sume its nearly 100% quenching by EP.30 Our results dem-
onstrate that such a high quenching efficiency is very un-
likely. In fact, the time during which Ar and I2 remain in
close contact so that quenching can occur is merely the life-
time of the ArI2(v,n) resonance, which is independent of the
product channel which the system eventually chooses. More-
over, essentially classical arguments of Ref. 30 are not sup-
ported even by the quasiclassical TSL model. In a classical
interpretation, the difference in available translational energy
is important only out of the interaction region where the
quenching rate is negligible due to rapidly vanishing nona-
diabatic coupling. We therefore conclude that the older dis-
sociation energy from Blazyet al.31 is more grounded, all the
more as it has been also confirmed by more recent rotation-
ally resolved measurements of the product state
distributions.32 As has been argued in our previous work,15

the most probable origin of discrepancy is the inherent diffi-
culty of quantitative separation of absorptions byT-shaped
and linear isomers and evaluation of their relative popula-
tions. Notice, however, that the present discussion does not
question the energetics of linear isomer in theX state, di-
rectly established by Klemperer and co-workers.30

C. Electronic predissociation branching ratios

EP branching ratios as the functions ofv are shown in
Fig. 3. We discuss first the BSWP results depicted in panels
a, c, andd for for n50, 1, and 2, respectively. TheB9(1u)
population is the lowest and increases monotonuously withv
for all three vdW excitations, whilea(1g), a8(0g

1), and

1(2g) distributions show oscillatory patterns similar for all
three values ofn, by reasons which will become clear below.
The major difference concerning excitation of the vdW
modes is the relative importance of each electronic state: the
a(1g) state population seems to be independent of the initial
excitationn, while for a8(0g

1) and 1(2g) there is an inver-
sion when increasing vdW excitation fromn50 to n51
and 2.

The difference between the different vdW levels is that
n50 corresponds to the ground level with a maximum dis-
tribution atT-shaped configuration, whilen51 and 2 levels
are a diad showing a combined stretching-bending nodal
structure~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 14!, with the distribution thus
shifted away from theT-shaped configuration. Therefore, the
differences among the electronic distributions should be re-
lated to the topology of the electronic couplings.

Among the couplings between theB and all crossing
states, only that witha(1g) state is symmetric with respect to
permutation of iodine nuclei and does not vanish at strictly
T-shaped configuration~u5p/2!. Thus, the coupling between
the B and a(1g) states do not vary significantly when pro-
moting from n50 to n51 and 2. In fact, there is a small
overall decrease in the finala(1g) probability for the excited
vdW levels, and a change in the maximum withv probably
due to the energy shift involved.

All other electronic couplings vanish foru5p/2, but
grow up if u deviates from the right angle. In such nonsym-
metric configurations, the average magnitude of the coupling

TABLE I. Vibrational product state distributions I2(B,v8) for three different
initial excitationsv516, 21, and 24 of the ArI2(B) complex. The results of
two FWP and TSL calculations are presented, without~no EP! and with
inclusion of EP. Experimental data are from Ref. 29.

v8 TSL, no EP FWP, no EP TSL FWP Expt.

11 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 ¯

v516 12 0.08 0.21 0.08 0.21 0.13
13 0.91 0.79 0.91 0.79 0.87

15 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01
v521 16 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03

17 0.24 0.15 0.24 0.15 0.16
18 0.73 0.78 0.73 0.80 0.79

17 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 ¯

18 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 ¯

v524 19 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.07
20 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.21
21 0.65 0.58 0.65 0.59 0.72

FIG. 3. Final populations of the different EP channels as the functions of the
initial I 2(B,v) excitation. Panels~a!, ~c!, and~d! represent BSWP results for
n50, n51, and n52, respectively, panel~b! shows TDGR result forn
50. The sum of probabilites is normalized to 1.
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with a8(0g
1) state is the largest, while that withB9(1u) state

is the smallest, so thata8(0g
1) becomes nearly predominant

for both n51 and 2, whileB9(1u) distribution only in-
creases a little. The reason why the 1(2g) ratio seems to
decrease when increasingn could be explained by the large
increase of thea8(0g

1) probability. With this argument, it is
also clear why thea8(0g

1) and 1(2g) relative contributions
are very similar for the two excitations,n51 and 2. The
origin of the oscillatory patterns withv should now be inter-
preted.

EP branching ratios obtained using BSWP method are
affected by the full complexity of the VP dynamics. It is
interesting to compare them with the results of a crude zero-
order approximation, assuming that EP is essentially due to
the bright state. Initially populated bright state undergoes
fragmentation following two alternative and almost indepen-
dent pathways: the first involves IVR-mediated VP mecha-
nism, the second direct EP towards the dissociative elec-
tronic states. The EP dynamics can be studied independently
for each final channel using the TDGR method explained
above.

EP branching ratios calculated within the TDGR method
for n50 are presented in panel~b! of Fig. 3. Although os-
cillatory patterns are qualitatively similar to those obtained
with BSWP method@panel~a!#, there are some differences.
First, TDGR overestimates the contribution of thea(1g) EP
channel. This is a consequence of the bright-state approxi-
mation. As has been mentioned above,n50 bright state is
localized in the vicinity ofT-shaped minimum where it is
coupled to thea(1g) channel only. The dark states involved
in IVR originate from highly excited vdW zero-order levels,
which, due to delocalization in deformation angle, are more
efficiently coupled to other EP channels. Second, the shapes
of the TDGR branching ratios are very similar to the oscil-
latory patterns of the FC factors between the bright state and
isoenergetic continuum functions of the crossing electronic
states, e.g., the former drops almost to zero at the excitations
where FC factors vanish. BSWP method gives more
smoothly varying branching ratios which do not vanish at
these points. Again, it reflects the contribution of the dark
states, whose FC factor with the EP continuum functions
should be different. Moreover, the BSWP branching ratios
further depart from FC factor dependence ifn increases as a
consequence of the growing density of dark states.

The similarv-dependence of the partial EP rates, defined
within the TDGR method, and the electronic branching ra-
tios, obtained with the BSWP method, allow us to attribute
the origin of the appeareance of the oscillations to FC
factors.4 It was also found that the necessary condition for
this oscillation to persist when taking into the dissociation
dynamics is the spectator behavior of Ar atom within the
complex.5,6 This, in turn, can take place only if the interac-
tion potential of the repulsive electronic states is bound along
the radial vdW coordinate. Previously, this fact was used to
obtain a semiempirical guess toa(1g) vdW potential.5,6

Present DIM PT1 model reproduces the vdW potential wells
naturally, thus providing extra support to the predictions
made within a spectator model.

D. Analysis of fragmentation dynamics

The fragmentation dynamics is nonexponential, as
shown by the non-Lorentzian shape of the spectra, in Fig. 1,
because of the IVR in the sparse-intermediate regime. It is,
however, convenient to define approximate rate constants of
the various processes contributing to overall decay in order
to gain more insight into the fragmentation mechanism, con-
sidering the evolution of the population in time and interpret-
ing it within suitable kinetic models.

Schematic picture of the fragmentation process is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. Initially excited bright statev, n ~BS! is
coupled to the electronic continua~EC! of the dissociative
electronic states by the diabatic couplings, which cause EP,
and to vibrational continua~VC! with v8,v22 due to vi-
brational couplings, which cause direct VP. Much stronger
vibrational couplings, however, link BS to the dark states
~DS! belonging tov85v21, v22 manifolds. The latter, in
turn, are also coupled to electronic and vibrational continua.
This picture is merely a generalization for EP of the analyti-
cal model elaborated previously.28 Operating with three ef-
fective parameters,D for the spacing between the dark states,
G for the width of the dark states, andVbd for the coupling
between BS and DS manifolds, this model allowed to distin-
guish the limits of no IVR~G!D! and statistical IVR~G@D!,
as well as the intermediate case of sparse IVR~G'D!, and
characterize their signatures in the spectral profiles and evo-
lution of populations in time.28 In terms of this model, the
VP dynamics of the ArI2 complex in the absence of EP was
analyzed.10,11,14 Inclusion of EP in the model makes it ana-
lytical solution cumbersome, but it still can be used for quali-
tative interpretation.

Similarity of the FWP and BSWP spectra reveals that
bright statesv, n keep their identity in the absorption~i.e.,
statistical limit of IVR is not reached!. The coupling to the
DS manifold manifests itself in the appearance of weak sat-
ellite features in each band. Forn50 andn51 bands, typi-
cally two such features appear~see Fig. 1 for the latter case!.
According to IVR model, this indicates that at least two dark
states are involved, in agreement with the sequential three-
quantum energy transfer in the VP process.10,11,14For n52,
the band structure is typically more complicated~Fig. 1!,
indicating enhancement of IVR due to larger DS density. As
has been shown previously,15 EP does not affect the spectra

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the ArI2 fragmentation mechanism
through EP and VP channels.
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except making the bands broader, because the electronic
states responsible for the EP are dissociative with no bound
or quasibound levels.

Figure 5 exemplifies the time evolution of vibrational
and electronic populations forv521, n50, v522, n50;
andv521, n52 from the BSWP calculations. The decay of
BS and transients corresponding tov21 andv22 DS mani-
folds have oscillatory behavior, a clear signature of IVR in a
sparse limit.28 Oscillation intensity and period reflect the
‘‘amount’’ of IVR, i.e., the contribution of the sequential
BS→DS→VC vibrational predissociation pathway. The case
v521, n50 corresponds to slow VP with little IVR: the
weak beats occur over an almost exponential decay typical of
direct BS→VC mechanism. The casev522, n50 exhibits
more pronounced role of IVR which facilitate the VP pro-
cess. Finally, forv521, n52 the first IVR oscillation be-
comes rate limiting. This case is not far from the statistical
IVR limit, when the decay exponent is determined by the
DS→VC rate because the bright state is completely dis-
solved in the DS quasicontinuum.28

In contrast, the populations of EC and VC manifolds
closely follow exponential accumulation law

Qa~ t !5Aa@12exp~2Kt !#, ~13!

valid for the decay into several independent channelsa. The
total decay rate constantsK for n50 obtained by fitting the

populations of EC and VC manifolds to Eq.~13! are com-
pared in Fig. 6 with the total rate determined from the band-
widths in the FWP calculations and the VP ratekVP com-
puted in the absence of EP.14,15 Agreement between the
results of the fit is good, except for the highestv ’s, indicating
that EP and VP channels can be considered as independent.
The discrepancies between the fits from VP product and EP
product at highv may be the fingerprint of the breakdown of
the exponential kinetic laws when IVR becomes important in
VP. Figure 6 shows a striking similarity between FWP total
rates and VP rates. This shows that EP does not affect the VP
process significantly. The same conjecture follows from the
similarity of the vibrational product distributions obtained
with and without EP~see Table I!.

The influence of the VP process on the EP rate can be
estimated by comparing FWP or BSWP results with TDGR
ones. TDGR calculations forn50 provide an estimate of EP
rates in the absence of VP. The sum over the oscillating rates
for each decay channel is essentially constant: EP rate varies
within the interval 4.6 to 7.2 ns21, much smaller than the
variation ofK andkVP rates depicted in Fig. 6. This strongly
supports the conclusion that large oscillation in the VPE
should be attributed to IVR, not to FC oscillations in the EP
rate. Crude estimation of the EP rate as the difference of the
total decay rates obtained in FWP calculations with and with-
out VP~Refs. 14 and 15! gives irregular dependence with the
average value of 10 ns21. It is likely that IVR affects the EP

FIG. 5. Vibrational~left panels! and electronic~right panels! populations vs
time obtained in the BSWP method forv521, n50 ~top!, v522, n50
~middle!, andv521, n52 ~bottom!.

FIG. 6. Total decay ratesK obtained for different I2 vibrational excitations,
but for the same ground vdW leveln50, from different methods. For
BSWP, exponential fits of the time dependence of either VP or EP product
populations have been made. A similar procedure has been used for TSL.
For FWP, photon absorption spectra have been fitted to Lorentzians. Also
shown is the VP rate, obtained in a FWP calculation where EP channels are
not included.
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rate mainly changing the branching ratios between distinct
EP channels, as has been discussed in the preceding section.

It is interesting to study what aspects of this predissocia-
tion mechanism can be retained by classical description
within the TSL model. Being considered in terms of the
phase-space classical dynamics, VP corresponds to the drift
of phase points along the stochastic component of the phase-
space region where the bound complex exists. Eventually,
phase points reach the separatrix and escape to the unbound
portion of the phase space.35 Therefore, TSL model can be
viewed as describing IVR in the statistical limit. In the
scheme shown in Fig. 4, TSL model does not distinguish BS
and DS manifolds, which both correspond to the phase-space
region where the bound complex exists. In addition, EP is
simulated along the long-lived trajectories with thousands of
successive passages through the crossing seams, which pro-
duce a small incremental growth of the EC population in
time. FC oscillations occurring in the quantum treatments of
the EP are not taken into account. As a result, TSL gives
smoothly varying rates and branching ratios.

As far as the model of independent decay channels is
strictly valid for classical description, all partial rates can be
determined using Eq.~13! from the populations in particular
decay channels. All give the same total rateK ~within the
statistical error! and partial rates asAaK. Total decay rate
slowly grows up withv, as shown in Fig. 6, representing ‘‘an
average’’ over the IVR oscillations in the quantum rates. In-
creasing component iskVP; kEP slightly decreases from 12.5
to 8 ns21, being also close to the ‘‘average’’ quantum EP rate.

EP branching ratios are essentially independent onv.
They are given in Table II together with other averaged es-
timations. TDGR estimation is obtained by dividing TDGR
rates forn50 by appropriate FC factors with the continuum
functions and averaging overv; FWP result was obtained in
Ref. 15 from the short-time wave-packet propagation. In ad-
dition, two simple quasiclassical Landau–Zener~LZ! estima-
tions are presented. The ‘‘fast’’ one is equivalent to a bright-
state approximation and is obtained by averaging LZ formula
~10! over R and u with the FB,v,n(R,u) bright-state wave
function ~7!. The ‘‘slow’’ one is the average over the whole
configuration space inR andu variables.

Classical bright-state approximation~LZ fast! agrees
with the quantum one~TDGR! in the predominance ofa(1g)
channel open in theT-shaped geometry. It overweights, how-
ever,a8(0g

1) channel, the most efficient for bent configura-
tions. Indeed, if the VP is slow and the system has time to
explore the whole configuration space~LZ slow!, decay
througha8(0g

1) state is clearly dominant. Actual TSL results

are in between of two LZ extremes, being closer to the slow
one. They are also very similar to quantum FWP data which
corresponds to the fluxes averaged over the whole absorption
spectrum.15

Although the branching ratios presented in the Table II
are rather approximate due to distinct way and degree of
averaging for different methods, they point out that classical
description is able to provide reasonable ‘‘coarse-grained’’
picture of the process. It is expected to be more accurate
once true quantum dynamics approaches the statistical limit.
In the sparse IVR regime considered here, classical mechan-
ics inherently neglects quantum effects, which are respon-
sible for oscillatory behavior of both EP and VP probabili-
ties. Serious caution must be taken when using the hybrid
approaches. For instance, the method used to describe ArI2

fragmentation in Ref. 8 takes into account the FC oscillations
in the EP channel, but describes vibrational dynamics classi-
cally neglecting the oscillations due to IVR. Its results are
therefore biased toward the wrong attribution of oscillations
in the VPE and total rate to EP.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used quantum and classical methods to study
the fragmentation dynamics of the ArI2 van der Waals com-
plex where both vibrational and electronic predissociation
mechanisms are allowed to compete. We have produced such
quantities as the partial and total absorption spectra, vibra-
tional, and electronic product state distributions for a large
range of I2 and van der Waals vibrational excitations, and
compare them, whenever possible, with experimental data.
The main finding can be summarized as follows.

~i! Oscillating behavior of the measured vibrational pre-
dissociation efficiencies is well reproduced using accurate
full and bright-state wave-packet methods implemented on
the coupled potential energy surfaces. The main source of
these oscillations is the IVR in a sparse-intermediate limit
affecting vibrational predissociation dynamics, not the
Franck–Condon oscillations of the electronic predissociation
probability.

~ii ! The reason why the latter do not produce major ef-
fect on VPE is the coexistence of three distinct EP channels,
namely,a(1g), a8(0g

1), and 1(2g). The EP probabilities for
each state do exhibit FC oscillations, but they tend to cancel
each other in the total EP probability.

~iii ! The influence of EP channel on the VP dynamics is
minor, while VP affects the EP branching ratios by virtue of
spreading the wave packet in the bending angles due to IVR
involving bending-excited dark states.

~iv! Classical description is valid for IVR in the statisti-
cal limit. In the present case it can give only averaged picture
of the process.

~v! Vibrational product state distributions are not af-
fected by EP. The latter process is unlikely responsible for
quenching of thev22 VP channel. This conclusion supports
the early experimental estimation of the ArI2(B) dissociation
energyD05223 cm21.31

These conjectures have been obtained by using several
dynamical methods on a single set of semiempirical DIM

TABLE II. Averaged branching ratios for different EP channels calculated
using TDGR, TSL, FWP, and Landau–Zener fast and slow models~see text
for explanation!.

State FWPa TDGR TSL LZ fast LZ slow

a(1g) 0.19 0.45 0.13 0.36 0.05
a8(0g

1) 0.46 0.19 0.50 0.32 0.65
B9(1u) 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.11
1(2g) 0.31 0.34 0.34 0.30 0.19

aReference 15.
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PT1 potential energy surfaces. It would be interesting to as-
sess the quality of the potentials used here further, for in-
stance by comparison withab initio calculations. It would
then be useful to study the sensitivity of the present findings
on modifications of the potentials. Work along this line is
currently in progress.
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APPENDIX: SYMMETRY OF ELECTRONIC
AND NUCLEAR WAVE FUNCTIONS

We consider a triatomicAB2 (ArI2) system where two of
three atoms are identical. We further assume the electronic
states to result from the interaction between a closed shell1S
state of atomA with the states ofB2 molecule which obey
Hund case~c! coupling scheme. We show in this Appendix
how to build up the total electronic-nuclear wave functions
with the correct parity and permutation symmetries in this
case.

1. Frames, symmetries, and basis functions

Let (uR ,wR) be the spherical polar coordinates ofR in
the space-fixed~SF! frame (I L,JL,KL). An atom-diatom mo-
lecular body-fixed~BF! frame (IR,JR,KR) is associated to
Euler angles (wR ,uR,0) such that

KR5R/uRu, JR5KLÃR/uKLÃRu, IR5JRÃKR.
~A1!

Let (u r ,w r) be the spherical polar coordinates ofr in this
frame. The diatom molecular frame~MF! (I r,Jr,Kr) is asso-
ciated to Euler angles (w r ,u r ,0) so that

Kr5r /ur u, Jr5RÃr /uRÃr u, I r5JrÃKr. ~A2!

Let J be the total angular momentum, which results from the
addition of the atom-diatomø and diatomj angular mo-
menta.j in turn results from the addition of the rotational
angular momentumn and of the total~orbital plus spin! elec-
tronic angular momentumje . The common projection ofJ
andj on theKR axis is calledV, and the common projection
of j and je on K r is v.

Because atomA is in a closed-shell spherically symmet-
ric state, diabatic electronic statesfe

v i s̄ for the triatomic sys-
tem can be labeled by the quantum numbers of the isolated
B2 molecule.

~1! v the electronic angular momentum projection on
(Kr), which we assume integer.

~2! i 56, the effect on theelectronicwave functions of
the inversion of electronic coordinates in the fixed molecular
frame (I r,Jr,Kr). This operation is denoted asi and corre-
sponds, in spectroscopic notations, to theg/u character of
the state.

~3! s561, such that the effect of the symmetry through
the triatomic molecular planesv(I rKr) is sv(I rKr)fe

v is

5sfe
2v is . Definition ofs is drawn forv50 states from the

spectroscopic notation~6! of the state. However, forv Þ 0,
it is necessary to fix~arbitrarily! the relative sign offe

2v is

with respect tofe
v is to obtain the value ofs.

For a given total angular momentum quantum numberJ
and projectionM over the SF frameKL axis, a natural basis
to expand the total wavefunction is given by33

uJM;Vv j i s&}DMV
J* ~wR ,uR ,w r !DVv

j* ~0,u r ,0!fe
v is ,

~A3!

whereD symbols stand for Wigner rotation matrices.34 Note
that here and below, we use the symbol ‘‘}’’ instead of ‘‘5’’
to avoid explicit normalization constants. The functions
uJM;Vv j i s& are not eigenfunctions of parityP and identi-
cal particles permutationP operators. Transformations of the
functions~A3! under the action of these operators is shown
in the Table III.

It is, however, possible to build from these functions the
new ones which are eigenfunctions of these operators, with
eigenvalueseP , eP561.

2. Parity

Parity operatorP changes all electronic and nuclear co-
ordinates in SF frame to their opposite. This operator does
not modify the SF frame, so (uR ,wR)→(p2uR ,p1wR).
From Eq.~A1!, one sees that the BF frame is transformed as
(IR,JR,KR)→(IR,2JR,2KR). Ther vector is changed to its
opposite, which, in the BF frame, corresponds to a change of
sign of itsX coordinate with two others being unchanged. As
a result, (u r ,w r)→(u r ,p2w r). According to Eq.~A2!, the
MF frame is changed as (I r,Jr,Kr)→(2I r,Jr,2Kr). Thus,
parity changes an electronic vector to its opposite in the SF
frame, but its net effect in the MF frame is the change of sign
of its Y coordinate with two others being unchanged. The
effect of parity on the electronic wave function in the MF
frame is thus equivalent tosv(I r,Kr).

The eigenfunctions of the parity operators are built as

TABLE III. Action of the parity and permutation operators on the basis functions.

wR uR w r u r DMV
J* (wR ,uR ,w r) DVv

j* (0,u r ,0) fe
v is

P p1wR p2uR p2w r u r (21)J1VDM2V
J* DVv

j* sfe
2v is

P wR uR p1w r p2u r (21)VDMV
J* (21) j 1VDV2v

j* is(21)vfe
2v is
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~11ePP!uJM;Vv j i s&

}DMV
J* ~wR ,uR ,w r !DVv

j* ~0,u r ,0!fe
v is1ePs~21!J2v

3DM2V
J* ~wR ,uR ,w r !D2V2v

j* ~0,u r ,0!fe
2v is , ~A4!

where the relationDVv
j* (0,u r ,0)5(21)V2vD2V2v

j* (0,u r ,0)
has been used. Both statesuJM;Vv is& and uJM;2V
2v is& produce the same parity adapted state through Eq.
~A4!. We can therefore restrict ourselves toV>0 in the fol-
lowing.

An alternative way of writing the symmetry adapted ba-
sis functions of Eq.~A4!, with the advantage of simplifying
the evaluation of some matrix elements of the Hamiltonian,
especially the potential ones, can be obtained as follows.
First, parity adapted electronic wave functionsfe

v̄ i s̄ (v̄
5uvu,s̄561) are defined as

fe
v̄ i s̄5

1

@2~11dv0!#1/2
~fe

v is1ss̄fe
2v is!. ~A5!

We use this definition forv>0. Indeed, using Eq.~A5! with
v,0 would produce the same set of states, but with different
signs. We havesv(I r,Kr)fe

v̄ i s̄5s̄fe
v̄ i s̄, which justifies that

these electronic functions are the eigenfunctions of the single
geometric operation which leaves the three-body coplanar
system invariant, namely, symmetry through the molecular
plane. We also introduce parity adapted Wigner functions
(V̄5uVu, e561!:

DMV̄
Je* ~wR ,uR ,w r !5

1

@2~11dV0!#1/2
@DMV

J* ~wR ,uR ,w r !

1eDM2V
J* ~wR ,uR ,w r !# ~A6!

for V>0 case. Equation~A4! can be rewritten in terms of
these new functions. We have to distinguish two cases when
v is positive or negative. Writingv5esv̄, es5sign(v), we
obtain from Eq.~A4! the parity adapted electronic-angular
basis functions as

uJMeP ;V̄v̄esj i &

}D
MV̄

JeR* ~wR ,uR ,w r !DV̄esv̄
j* ~0,u r ,0!fe

v̄ i s̄

1esDMV̄

J2eR* ~wR ,uR ,w r !DV̄esv̄
j* ~0,u r ,0!fe

v̄ i 2s̄, ~A7!

where

eR5ePs̄~21!J1V̄. ~A8!

3. Permutation

PermutationP of the two identical atomsB modifies
neither theR vector nor the BF frame, so that (uR ,wR)
→(uR ,wR). It changesr to its opposite, so that (u r ,w r)
→(p2u r ,p1w r). From Eq. ~A2!, one sees that the MF
frame is changed as (I r ,Jr ,K r)→(I r ,2Jr ,2K r). An elec-
tronic vector, unchanged in the SF frame through the permu-
tation operation, has itsY andZ components changed to their
opposite in the MF frame so thatP is equivalent to a rotation
over p around theI r vector which we denoteC2(I r).

Eigenfunctions of permutation operator are built as
(11ePP)uJMeP ;V̄v̄esj i &. The action ofP on the elec-
tronic wave function is obtained usingC2(I r)
5 iC2(K r)sv(I r ,K r) so that C2(I r)fe

v̄ i s̄5 i s̄(21)v̄fe
v̄ i s̄.

Therefore,

PuJMeP ;V̄v̄esj i &

5 i s̄~21!v̄~21! j uJMeP ;V̄v̄2esj i &

and we can keep onlyes51 to generate the permutation
adapted basis functions. Application of (11ePP) yields

uJMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i &

}D
MV̄

JeR* ~wR ,uR ,w r !DV̄v̄

j er* ~0,u r ,0!fe
v̄ i s̄

1D
MV̄

J2eR* ~wR ,uR ,w r !DV̄v̄

j er* ~0,u r ,0!fe
v̄ i 2s̄, ~A9!

where

e r5ePs̄ i ~21! j 1v̄. ~A10!

This final expression has been used in FWP and BSWP

calculations. Notice that the functionsD
V̄v̄

j er* (0,u r ,0) are sym-

metric or antisymmetric with respect to the operationu r

→p2u r . From DV̄v̄
j* (0,p2u r ,0)5(21) j 1V̄D

V̄2v̄

j* (0,u r ,0)

one sees that the symmetry ofDV̄v̄
j* with respect to this op-

eration ise r(21) j 1V̄5ePs̄ i (21)V̄(21)v̄.
For V̄50 or v̄50, only one of the two terms in the sum

in Eq. ~A9! survives. WhenV̄50, this is the term for which
eR511, i.e., s̄5eP(21)J @see Eq.~A8!#. Whenv̄50, the
s̄ component which survives is defined by the electronic

wave function~6 state!. In both cases,D
V̄50v̄

j er* (0,u r ,0) is

nonzero only whene r5(21)v̄. From Eq.~A10!, this gives
(21) j5ePs̄ i . In other words, the choice of permutation
symmetryeP determines a choice on the parity of the rota-
tional quantum numberj in these cases.

4. Hamiltonian matrix elements

The electronic HamiltonianHel couples only states with
identicalJ, MeP , eP , V̄, and s̄. These nonvanishing elec-
tronic matrix elements are given by

^JMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i uHeluJMePeP ;V̄v̄8 j 8i 8&

}^D
V̄v̄

j er* ~0,u r ,0!uHel
s̄;v̄ i ,v̄8 i 8uD

V̄v̄8

j er* ~0,u r ,0!&

1^D
V̄v̄

j 2er* ~0,u r ,0!uHel
2s̄;v̄ i ,v̄8 i 8uD

V̄v̄8

j 2er* ~0,u r ,0!&.

~A11!

When V̄50 or v̄50, only one of the two terms in Eq.
~A11! does not vanish. Each term involves an integral over
u r . This integral is nonzero if the integrand is symmetric
with respect to u r→p2u r transformation. If we

denotess̄;v̄ i ,v̄8 i 8 the symmetry ofHel
s̄;v̄ i ,v̄8 i 8 with respect to

this operation, knowing that the symmetry ofD
V̄v̄

j er* is

ePs̄ i (21)V̄(21)v̄, we obtain ss̄;v̄ i ,v̄8 i 85 i i 8(21)v̄

(21)v̄8 as a necessary condition forHel to couple the states
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with the same permutation symmetry. As an example of this
relation for the ArI2 case, we see that theB(0u

1)/B9(1u),
B(0u

1)/1(2g), andB(0u
1)/a8(0g

1) couplings are all antisym-
metric with respect tou r5p/2 transformation. On the other
hand, theB(0u

1)/a(1g) coupling is symmetric~the same re-
sults, of course, follows from the symmetry analysis of the
DIM PT1 diabatic couplings7,15!.

The angular momentum operators matrix elements are
given by

^JMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i uN2uJMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i &} j ~ j 11!2v̄2

~A12!

and

^JMePeP ;V̄v̄ j i u l2uJMePeP ;V̄8v̄ j i &}dV̄8V̄@J~J11!

1 j ~ j 11!22V̄2#

}dV̄8V̄61AJ~J11!2V̄V̄8Aj ~ j 11!2V̄V̄8, ~A13!

where theje Coriolis couplings between different electronic
states have been neglected and the diagonal matrix elements
have been approximated by^ je&'v̄2.
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